
2016-09-26 - ISDA Team - Stand-up Meeting Notes
Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing 
Zhang

   

Brock 
Angelo

   

Christoph
er Navarro BD

Finish slides and prepare demo for NSF visit
Continue working on datawolf endpoint to suppor DAP - BD-1229 

NIST
Continue working on importing tornado dataset, a bug that I found last 
week when reviewing another PR
Review tornado fragilities
Code review

Other
Test server student is using for MSR project for running rapid water model

 

BD
Finished slides, demo for NSF site visit

NIST
INCORE1-115 - made ingestion page for 
tornado datasets
Worked on python bridge damage 
example which exposed a bug in how 
DataWolf handles multiple files per 
dataset, submitted potential fix
Code review

CyberSEES
Updated datawolf on gi-rhessys-1 VM 
based on project space setup after last 
weeks hackathon, updated start script

Ergo
Answered Ergo user question
Updated ERGO-441 attenuation PR 
based on comments

Other
Tested MSR workflow on rapid VM, sent 
instructions on how to modify the 
submission file
Purged data from old rapid VM datawolf 
instance
Off Friday

Eugene 
Roeder

   

Htut 
Khine 
Htay Win

Implement the code for transferring data
Write unit tests for the file transfer

Wrote Code for runtime component registration
(In progress)
Helped Jim debug the codes

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

CyberSEES
Finish workflow and link it to the birdview editor / gidesigner

GLM
Parsers for zooplankton data

SEAD
Remove delete all api endpoints.
Review pull requests

 

Inna 
Zharnitsky

   

Jing Ge
Keep working on solution which doesn't require splitting codes (Not spawning 
child dockers) to distribute jobs into clusters using Python

 

Jong Lee    

Kenton 
McHenry Bob visit

BD beta planning
Whole Tale meeting
NDSC6 invites
Follow up on NDSC6 demos
NDS report followup
HR

Bob visit
BD beta planning
Whole Tale meeting
NDSC6 invites
Example of published datasets for SC16
Follow up on NDSC6 demos
HR
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Luigi 
Marini

 
Sick
BD

Bob's visit slides
updated dbpedia extractor

SEAD
Y6 SOW
reviews

IMLCZO data / parsers review

Marcus 
Slavenas BD

prepare and present for NSF site visit
restful api dev for jupyter server

GLTG
add fertilizer layer?
look at data download slowness/errors
USGS refactoring

BD
nsf site visit
bdfiddle now posting jupyter file to single 
user jupyter server

GLTG
knowledge transfer with brock

Maxwell 
Burnette

TERRA

deploy environmentlogger extractor
deploy PlantCV extractor
pipeline development

Clowder issues if time

PostGIS updates
view/download counts

environmentlogger extractor deployed
PlantCV extractor completed + deployed
Working on transfer of data from Danforth
modify pipeline to write log to Postgres 
database instead of flat JSON files
Terra project release planning for tasks in week 
of October

Michal 
Ondrejcek SEAD - JIRA tasks, re-open  - SEAD-1108 Email event setting appears to 

, does not work on sead2-dev, finish   have no effect    - SEAD-1036 Include 
 public and published content on Project Space landing page IN PROGRESS

MDF - 2016-09-25+Kickoff
MWRD - fix VM, data ingestion per Chicago request, comments to Mason's 
proposal

SEAD - JIRA tasks,  code seems to be fine,  
needs major refactoring with futureDate flag in 
MongoDB, done
MDF - 2016-09-25+Kickoff
MWRD - VM done, contacted Mason's stuff 
with data

Omar 
Elabd Water Network Recovery Analysis

Implement Changes from Last Week's Demo
Reproduce Results

v2 Development
Front End
RDF Server

INCORE v2 UI Meeting
Water Network Recovery Analysis

Implemented Changes
Reported potential issues/inconsitencies
Submitted pull requests

Rob 
Kooper PEcAn

Automatically add nc files to THREDS
SEAD

Allow to add multiple emails
Start cleanup secure social

LSST
Discussion with software architect

TERRA
Monitor TERRA clowder

TERRA
Add swapfile to clowder instance on 
openstack to prevent instance from 
running out of memory.

SEAD
create pull request for secure social 
removal
additional small tweaks to clowder

LSST
presented swimlanes to software architect

ISDA
prsentation pyClowder2

Sandeep 
Puthanve
etil 
Satheesan

BD
Presentation and demo for NSF visit

DEBOD
Quarterly report
Improve row splitting

IARP
Quarterly report

BD
Completed presentation and demo for 
NSF visit

DEBOD
Submitted quarterly report
Worked on improving row splitting

IARP
Submitted quarterly report
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Shannon 
Bradley

 
Bob Chadduck Planning and Visit
Working on the Double
HR Tasks
Gateways Meeting accepted
Excel training
In-Core reporting prep
Sick time / out with daughter (peanut allergy)

Smruti 
Padhy

   

Yan Zhao
SEAD

SWAD-1080
BD

pecan wrapper and the issue
MSC

check the memory usage of weka.

SEAD
SEAD-1080. All my tasks are done. 
Review code  
BD
pecan wrapper – post the issue on github
Submit extractor-mac to docker hub 
MSC
check the memory usage of weka.

Yong 
Wook Kim Update pull request based on the comments

Fix assigned JIRA issues
Work on INCORE version 2

Updated 

 

Reviewed 

 

Working on INCORE version 2
Small Area Estimation confirmation with 
Nathanael
Incover V2 UI meeting

  - Jira INCORE1-101

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

  - Jira INCORE1-115

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.
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